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This dissertation deals with the campus network upgrading scheme of  Dehua
Ceramics College of Professional & Technical as the background.It analyzes the
present situation, the existing questions and the original network security
measures of its campus network, and analyzes the demands of the original user
community diversity and the basic mode diversification of network access to
figure out some corresponding solutions.This paper contains many frontier
technologies in comprehensive network, which have a good adaptability. These
have  some reference values for the construction of a new generation of campus
network, and the application development.
This paper mainly studies the main contents as followed:
1To discuss the key technical problems, such as the layer 3 switching technology,
the division of the vlan,vlan id + ip + mac and so on with the guidence of the
theory of the network technology.
2 To make the systematic design through the layer network  designing and one
logical channel for each user's network and so on.
3 To install the advanced convenient extensible and safe network access, in the
campus network so as to prevent the outside attack and make teachers and
students  access safely to the Internet at anytime and anywhere.
4To apply the technology of QinQ in the campus network and make the accurate
positioning of customers and actual time management.
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